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Abstract. Virtual network laboratory system is the application of virtual reality technology to simulate the experimental software system. Based on the virtual network teaching platform using the JSP technology development, used to solve the current virtual education the existence of the problem. This paper introduced an overview of virtual teaching laboratory network platform, to create a virtual teaching laboratory platform with virtual technology and construction of platform strategies.

Introduction

With the rapid development of computer technology, multimedia technology and network technology, modern education technology crackles had been changed dynamically, more and more modern information technology experiment project and virtual laboratory have been established.

Virtualization is a type of technology that allows a single computer to do the same job that would normally be required of multiple computers (refer the Fig.1). It does this through sharing resources from one computer through a large number of environments.

Both virtual desktops as well as virtual servers will give you the ability to house more than one OS, and you can also host many applications locally and in locations which are remote. This frees you from the geographical and physical limitations that you would normally have to face.

![Fig. 1 The schematic diagram of virtual technology](image)

Another advantage of virtualization is the savings you get in terms of energy. You also get greatly reduced capital costs because your hardware is used in a much more efficient way. It is also important to get high availability in terms of your resources, and you can also get enhanced desktop management, along with a much better level of security, and rapid disaster recovery methods. All this can be made available to you when you construct infrastructure which is virtual.

One of the most important aspects of virtualization is the virtual infrastructure. Virtualization allows for a number of opportunities which can be used to enhance both capital and the efficiency of operations. While safe partitioning has typically been used in the past, virtualization allows you to go far beyond these limitations.
Virtual technology has now made it possible to make use of the power of virtualization in its full capacity. It can be done in environments that are production level, and this is accomplished through the construction of virtual management and automation abilities which are connected to a high end hypervisor.

Virtual network teaching platform is a new field of education based on virtual technology, which provided a real-time, regional restriction of network teaching environment, help to complete the design sex and exploring education. The research and application of virtual teaching, through the virtual teaching platform to students, teachers, and academic affairs administrator and the system administrator provide teaching management functions.

**Design of virtual teaching platform**

Virtual teaching platform is different from all kinds of virtual experiment, virtual laboratory and each network virtual laboratory, the goal is make it more extensive, and long-term perspective to solve of integration modern experimental teaching technology resources, share of the teaching resources. Virtual teaching platform is based on the Internet foundation, integrated design of virtual experiment, development tools and technology, all kinds of virtual experiment resources, and has the assessment and management function of large web.

Virtual teaching platform can be divided into five subsystems from the logical mode: student learning platform, teacher's online teaching system, resource center, teaching data analysis system, comprehensive evaluation system.

1. **student learning platform**

   Establish website of support learning mode of the course autonomously. Expand course teaching space, autonomous learning website is different from the general teaching website; it can structure and expand to resources and procession of the learning, and provides discussion and evaluation in Internet. Establish website of support learning provides learning resources and realize of learning environment in collaboration way. Autonomous learning website including four aspects: professional knowledge, professional database, project cooperation and professional learning evaluation.

   - **Professional knowledge**
     - including two parts: teaching synchronization and the link of learning resources, this aspect shows the related teaching information and local unique resources, provides to basic knowledge to learner.
     - Professional database is mainly about project knowledge resources, including the corresponding text, images, audio, video, etc.
     - Project cooperation is based on the bbs. It provides a learning communication platform to teachers and students. Here, you can explore problems which you are interested; also you can invite other learners to take part in, so as to create a project to explore and collaborative learning environment.
     - Professional learning evaluation include: practice of online learning evaluation, unit test, students’ works, and personal learning situation analysis and others.

2. **The construction of online teaching system**

   Online teaching system provides important supply based on classroom teaching way. It can extend the time and space of teacher teaching and standardize the process of teacher teaching. Standardization help reduce the difference of teaching level, the teaching experience of teachers teaching effect, the gap, students can get teaching level of the same basic teaching; And, it can provide necessary platform to online teaching system for teacher education. Online teaching system includes the following sections:

   - The online system of preparing lessons: teachers can design of the teaching system and process with online system of preparing lessons, it can generate individual teachers teaching calendar automatically, so planed the whole teaching process scientifically and reasonably.
The online assignment management: teacher can design assignment management by the system include design operation of the chapter, layout and collection, students the assignments can be statistical automatically and generate reports through this system: students the assignments can be used as a phased evaluation indexes into the comprehensive assessment system.

Analysis of situation of class learning: teachers learn the study progress, scoring average of specific knowledge through analysis of situation of class learning. Understand difficult in course difficult in the process of teaching by using the results of analysis of the module.

Analysis of students learning situation: teachers can analysis the situation of specific student by using it. It includes mainly: percentage complete the assignments, the accuracy of finish the homework, the test score of the unit.

The development of network support

In recent years, the rapid development of Internet, encourage people to the understanding of the construction and concepts of the Internet. The situation of information and network were changed by progress of parallel computing, distributed computing, grid computing, and other computing technology. Network as a large technology service platform will support for the construction of virtual education platform.

Hardware support: We can realize the available virtualization of existence hardware resources through the virtualization software; further more realize the management, scheduling and application of virtual technology. The virtual platform based on virtualization hardware, can reduce the construction cost greatly, and also reduce maintenance costs in use procession.

Software support: With the development of Internet technology, software service as a application of software is gradually rise. This software service support construction of platform and operations of software lately. The first is to book special software used online service in construction and operation process of website, it can save a lot of money and manpower; the second is to secure the upgrade and maintenance of software, so provide reliable guarantee of the virtual platform.

The development of virtual experiment teaching support

Education information is the key of modern education; information technology is attractive in education field. The virtual experiment teaching includes three aspects as fellows:

Development tools level: With the development of the virtual experimental teaching, from it can be used in simple simulation instruments and to the advanced instruments simulation stage. For example, the Labview software, we can design the instrument based on needs of our experiment teaching, and the software has strong function of network, it can undertake web publishing with the built-in web Server, make the client do experiment with web browser.

Virtual experimental project level: In recent years, due to the need of teaching and research, the virtual experimental items of professional, academic is developed; many of the items have application values. These programs can satisfy to the needs of the web site in early experiment project stage.

Virtual laboratory level: With the rapid development of all kinds of simulation lab, virtual laboratory and network laboratory but also have sprung up come out, they provide a good foundations to virtual learning platform, especially those who have special hardware and software facilities in the network virtual laboratory support the establishment of virtual learning platform.

Conclusion

In summary, as the network education experimental teaching in virtual learning platform, it is an indispensable part of technology, and it can improve the quality of virtual learning, it also used in the virtual learning of network technology. Virtual network can solve the conflict between in the past mode of theoretical teaching network education and experimental teaching in the long distance, and realize network education completely. Virtual learning not only plays an effective role in remote
education, but also provides new idea to other conventional education ways. Network and virtual learning technology realize the integrity of the request of the generation of virtual experiment and application of network education. And the key network of virtual laboratory resources construction is not completely hardware environment, it is depend on attention to the implementation of the measures and organization. With the generation of virtual learning platform, it will promote students initiative and enhancement creative ability by virtual learning platform, so as to improve the quality of network education.
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